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4) The Rebel Browser Game Habit Formation - DemonGangelG
====== d3x This is really cool! To those already playing, how
are you doing this? I'm trying to push myself to figure out how
to teach my brain to do this instead of relying on willpower, but
I just get overwhelmed with so many things going on at once. ---
--- jsmeaton I noticed at the end the way the blocks are hooked
up isn't to them forming connections, but to them being higher
up, so they're more likely to fall down the higher you get. Is this
what's happening with the blocks forming the pattern? ------
arman_shahbazi This is interesting. I usually get stuck at the
wall trying to repeat the pattern and can't end up 'finding' the
level. It might be a good idea to have a field with a music score
at the beginning so that I can become more aware of my
attention. Q: How to implement back button for Cordova? I am
creating an Android app using cordova 2.5.0. The app has a
paginated list view which uses swipe gesture. I successfully
swipe between the pages using the swipe gesture and my app
opens on the respective page. Now I need to implement back
button so that the user can go back to the previous page. I have
tried adding the back button as navigation options as follows:
cordova.plugins.add("cordova-plugin-backbutton", { exec:
function () { window.plugins.backButton.pop(
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